Thank you for visiting my site and downloading the latest version of the Chrysanthi Unicode font. Please be sure to visit again soon for more updates, or if you wish to be notified when new updates come out, please email me at redneck_witchboi@yahoo.com.

This font is freeware and still very much in progress. It started out as a project to allow users to type all unicode latin characters, and has quickly grown to include greek, cyrillic, hebrew, arabic, hiragana, katakana, dlatci, chrysanthi, devanagari, tibetan, bengali, and much more. The following pages detail the characters contained in the font. For more information on how to use unicode, please refer to the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org/.

Note: This font was not created in connection with the Unicode Consortium and does not identically follow the unicode standard. Notes in the following text indicate where the Chrysanthi Unicode font deviates from the unicode standard.

A 20% grey letter (○) indicates a combining character.
Latin Extended-B (complete + 6 additional)\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1} These characters are not part of the Unicode Standard, and have been mapped to private use sectors 0234 – 0237. These characters are used in the Tsesisca language. I have also mapped a capital and lower-case ezh to 0220 and 0221, respectively.
IPA Extensions (complete)

Spacing Modifier Letters (complete)
Because this is not a fixed width font, the combining marks will not line up precisely with all characters. I have tried to make them line up as well as possible with as many characters as possible.

Missing Variant Letter Forms, Archaic Letters, Coptic–unique letters, and Additions subsets [03D0–03F3]
Lao (unavailable)

Tibetan (experiencing technical difficulties)

Myanmar (unavailable)

Georgian (unavailable)

Hangul Jamo (unavailable)

Ethiopic (unavailable)

Cherokee (unavailable)

Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics (unavailable)

These characters are mapped to the tibetan subset, which doesn’t seem to work, and also to the Private use subset from EF00 to EFBF.
Ogham (in progress)

Runic (complete)

Khmer ( unavailable)

Mongolian ( unavailable)

Latin Extended Additional (complete)

viii These characters are mapped to the runic subset, which doesn’t seem to work, and also to the Private use subset from E6A0 to E6F0.
General Punctuation (incomplete)^ix

Superscripts and Subscripts (complete)

Currency Symbols (incomplete)^x

^ix Missing 204A.
^x Missing 20AF.
Combining Diacritical Marks for Symbols (unavailable)

Letterlike Symbols (complete)

%  %  ℅  ℈  ℉  ℁  ℂ  ℃  ℄  ℇ  ℈  ℆  ℉  ℊ  ℋ  ℌ  ℍ  ℎ  ℏ  ℐ  ℑ  ℒ  ℓ  ℔  ℕ  ℗  ℘  ℙ  ℚ  ℛ  ℜ  ℡  ™  ℣  ℥  ℧  ℨ  ℩  ℬ  ℭ  ℮  ℯ  ℱ  Ⅎ  ℳ  ℮  ℯ  ℺  ℻  ℼ  ℽ  ℾ  ℿ  ℶ  ℷ  ℸ  ℹ  ℺  ℻

Number Forms (complete)

⅓  ⅔  ⅕  ⅖  ⅗  ⅘  ⅙  ⅚  ⅛  ⅜  ⅝  ⅞  ⅟

Arrows (incomplete)

Mathematical Operators (complete)

xi Missing 21EB – 21F2.
Miscellaneous Technical (incomplete)\textsuperscript{xii}

Control Pictures (unavailable)

\textsuperscript{xii} Status uncertain. No immediate plans to complete this section.
Miscellaneous Symbols (complete\textsuperscript{xiii} + additional)\textsuperscript{xiv}

Dingbats (incomplete + additional)\textsuperscript{xv}

\textsuperscript{xiii} 2671 replaced by similar symbol.
\textsuperscript{xv} Left shadowed white circle mapped to 274E. Compass design mapped to 270A. Four pointed circle mapped to 270B. Pentagraph mapped to 2728. 2768 and 2769 inverted versions of 2766 and 2767.
Braille Patterns (unavailable)

CJK Radicals Supplement (unavailable)

Kangxi Radicals (unavailable)

Ideographic Description (unavailable)

CJK Symbols and Punctuation (complete, but experiencing technical difficulties)

Hiragana (complete)
Hangul (unavailable)
High Surrogates (unavailable)
Low Surrogates (unavailable)
CJK Compatibility Ideographs (unavailable)
Private Use Area (E000 – EFFF)xviii
Dlatci (in progress)

This subset contains Dlatci, Common CJK Unified Glyphs, and certain other characters with which I had difficulty mapping to their original location (i.e. Runic).
Some Common CJK Unified Glyphs

零 一 二 三 四 五 六 七 八 九 十 百 千
萬 方 上 南 東 中 西 北 下 日 氣 火 木
土 金 水 陰 陽 立 夏 春 分 秋 冬 至
鼠 牛 虎 兔 龍 蛇 馬 羊 猴 兔 狗 豬 子
丑 寅 卯 辰 巳 午 未 申 酉 戌 亥 大 小
寒 寒 雨 霞 霜 露 霜 降 雪

Chrysanthi Runes

Alphabetic Presentation Forms (incomplete)
For requests, information, or comments, mail to redneck_witchboi@yahoo.com.
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